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Abstract—Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is one of the
enabling technologies of the fifth generation (5G) of mobile
networks. MEC enables services with strict latency requirements
by bringing computing capabilities close to the users. As with any
new technology, the dependability of MEC is one of the aspects
that need to be carefully studied. In this paper, we propose a two-
level model to compute the availability of a 5G-MEC system.
We then use the model to evaluate the availability of a 5G-
MEC system under various configurations. The results show that
having a single redundancy of the 5G-MEC elements leads to an
acceptable availability. To reach a high availability, the software
failure intensity of the management elements of 5G and MEC
should be reduced.

Index Terms—Availability, Modeling, 5G, MEC

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks provides new

advanced services, such as Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Com-

munication (URLLC). Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)

is one of the technologies that enable such services. MEC

brings computational and storage capabilities close to the end

user. MEC enables low latency, cloud offloading, and context

awareness [1]. URLLC services require not only low latency

but also high dependability. Availability is one of the attributes

of dependability, and availability refers to the ability of a

system to be operational and accessible when needed [2],

[3]. Availability is a critical aspect of system design and

is measured in terms of probability of a system to be up

or in terms of uptime percentage over a given period. For

example, a URLLC service requires the availability of 0.99999

or 99.999%, i.e., the so-called 5-nines availability [4], which

means the system is operational for all but 5.26 minutes per

year, while a system with an availability of 0.99 or 99% could

be down for up to 3.65 days per year. Since MEC will support

URLLC in 5G networks, it is crucial that the 5G and MEC

will be able to guarantee the required availability. For this

reason, a model of the availability of the 5G-MEC system is

important to evaluate the ability of the system to meet such

strict requirements.

However, the overall availability of the 5G-MEC system

as a whole has not been extensively studied yet. While there

have been some works on modeling the availability of 5G

MEC [5], many of them are focused on specific services
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or components of the system. For instance, [6] examines

the availability of Virtual Machines (VMs) on the edge and

formulates a model for VM and host failures, but its primary

focus is on cost optimization rather than the actual availability

of the system. Similarly, [7] introduces an availability model

to compute the availability of service deployment in MEC, but

it primarily deals with resource allocation problems. In [8],

the authors model the availability of a system composed of an

edge server and a cloud server by using a simple continuous-

time Markov chain. In [9], the authors model the availability

of a system composed of a cloudlet and a cloud by using a

Stochastic Reward Network. The model includes details on

the cloudlet/cloud failure modes. In [10], the authors model

the availability of a service function chain deployed in a MEC

system by using a semi-Markov-process-based approach. The

authors focus on the aging aspects. In [11], the authors model

the availability of a cloud-fog-edge system of the Internet

of Medical Things by using a three-level model. The model

includes the failure modes of the components of each element

of the system and also includes security aspects. All these

works do not model the access network and do not consider

the management elements. For most of them, MEC is only

evaluated together with the cloud to perform task offloading,

other works focus on specific scenarios. None of these works

model the failures and interactions of all the elements in both

5G and MEC.

This paper fills this gap and the main contribution is

twofold:

• We propose a two-level availability model of the 5G-

MEC system.

The model do not assume any specific service, but it

is particular important for URLLC services, which have

strict availability requirements.

The model is able to represent in a scalable way the

interactions between 5G and MEC elements (including

the management) and the failure modes of each element.

• We perform an evaluation to investigate the impact on

the system availability of the redundancy of the 5G

and MEC elements and the failure intensities of the

management elements. This evaluation will suggest how

a 5G/MEC system should be designed in order to increase

the availability and match the strict requirement of a

URLLC application.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II in-

troduces the proposed availability model of 5G-MEC system.

Section III presents the evaluation of the availability of the 5G-

MEC system under various configurations. Finally, Section IV

concludes the paper.

II. TWO-LEVEL AVAILABILITY MODEL

In this work, we base on the ETSI architecture for MEC

and 5G integration [12]. In particular, we consider a 5G-MEC

scenario as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. 5G-MEC Scenario

The 5G is composed of the 5G Core (5GC) and the 5G

Radio Access Network (RAN). The 5GC has all the essential

controlling and management functions of the 5G network

including authorizations, authentications, and different policy

management. The set of functions composing the 5GC can

be deployed in a virtual environment located centrally for

a specific operator. The 5G RAN is composed of 5G base

stations, called gNodeB. The User Equipment (UE) connects

to one of the gNodeBs by using the 5G New Radio (NR) air

interface. A gNodeB will provide user plane and control plane

connectivity between the 5GC and the UE hosting a number

of protocol layers such as Radio Resource Control (RRC),

Packet Data Convergence Control (PDCP), Radio Link Control

(RLC), Medium Access layer (MAC) and Physical layer

(PHY) [13]. We consider a functional split of the gNodeB: the

Central Unit (CU) is a logical centrally-hosted unit handling

the RRC, SDAP, and PDCP protocol functions; the Distributed

Unit (DU) handles the RLC, MAC, and some PHY protocol

functions. The Radio Unit (RU) handles the lower physical-

layer connectivity and the radio functionalities. Multiple RUs

are connected to one DU and multiple DUs are connected to

one CU [14]. For the simplicity of the reader, we include a

list of all acronyms in Table I.

For the MEC, we consider the ETSI architecture [15]. A

MEC system is composed of one or multiple MEC Hosts

(MEHs). A MEH has the computational resources and runs

one or multiple MEC applications for one or multiple UEs.

The Management and Orchestration (MANO) is composed by

the MEC Orchestrator (MEO), which manages and orches-

trates at the system level and the MEC Platform Manager

(MEPM) and Virtualization Infrastructure Manager (VIM),

which manage at host level.

TABLE I
LIST OF ACRONYMS

5G Fifth Generation of mobile networks
5GC 5G Core
APP Application
COTS Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
CU Central Unit
DU Distributed Unit
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FT Fault Tree
FW Firmware
HW Hardware
MANO Management and Orchestration
MEC Multi-access Edge Computing
MEH MEC Host
MEO MEC Orchestrator
MEP MEC Platform
MEPM MEC Platform Manager
NFV Network Function Virtualization
NR New Radio
OS Operating System
RAN Radio Access Network
RU Radio Unit
SAN Stochastic Activity Network
SDN Software-Defined Networking
SW Software
UE User Equipment
URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication
VIM Virtualization Infrastructure Manager
VM Virtual Machine

We assume that the UE can connect to all the RUs and use

any MEH in order to receive a MEC service. We assume that

the interconnections of the 5G and MEC elements are always

available, these interconnections can be physical (e.g., 5G NR

interface) or logical (i.e., a path in the underlying network

connecting the elements). ETSI [12] suggests different ways

of integrating 5G with MEC and deploying the MEHs with the

5G RAN. Since we do not model the interconnections between

the 5G and MEC elements, our model is general and does not

assume any specific deployment.

The redundancy consists in duplicating critical elements in

a system or components in a element to create a backup

in case of failure. There are multiple types of redundancy.

1) Active-standby redundancy, where there are two identical

elements or systems, one active and the other on standby.

The active component handles all the workload, while the

standby element is idle but ready to take over if the active

one fails. 2) Active-active redundancy, where two or more

identical elements or systems work in parallel to handle the

workload. If one component fails, the others continue to work

and take over its workload. 3) N+k redundancy, where the

system has k (where k < N ) extra components that are used

as a backup for N components. For example, if there are three

critical elements, there would be four, with one extra element

on standby to take over if any of the three fail [16]. The goal

of redundancy is to improve a system’s overall reliability and

availability. By having a backup in place, if one component

or system fails, another one is ready to take over, minimizing

downtime and disruption to operations. The redundancy of the



elements and the related components in the 5G-MEC system

under investigation will be presented together with the model.

To model the steady-state system availability of this 5G-

MEC system, we propose a hierarchical model, which is able

to capture the details of the failure process in a scalable

manner.

For the top level, we use a Fault Tree (FT) to model the

whole 5G-MEC system. The FT model captures the inter-

dependencies between the various 5G and MEC elements

composing the systems. The FT model shows how the failure

of one element impacts the overall system availability. For the

bottom level, we use Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs)

to model each element composing the 5G-MEC system. The

SAN models capture the multiple failure modes of the 5G and

MEC elements.

A. FT Model

To compute the overall 5G-MEC system availability, we

propose the FT model depicted in Figure 2 and the FT explains

the main elements of the overall system that may affect a

complete system failure. The key elements of the 5G and

MEC are only considered for this level and the lowest node

in each branch will denote the respective element. The FT

model uses the Boolean logic [17] and with logic gate shows

how the various 5G and MEC elements impact the overall

system availability. We consider an active-active redundancy

for RU, DU, CU, and MEH. The UE can connect to any

of the NH MEHs and can be associated to any of the NC

CUs (and therefore gNodeBs). Given a CU, the UE can be

associated to any of the ND DUs. Given a DU, the UE can be

associated to any of the NR RUs. Only one MEH needs to be

available and only one RU (and the related DU and CU) must

be available in order for the whole system to be available. We

instead consider only one 5GC and MANO, they both must

be available in order for the whole system to be available. We

consider the MANO as one element as in previous works on

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [18], [19].

Given the proposed FT, the unavailability of the 5G-MEC

system, USys can be computed from the unavailability of the

various elements (i.e., U5GC , UCU , UDU , URU , UMANO, and

UMEH ) as follows:

USys = 1−
[

(1− URAN ) (1− U5GC) (1− UMANO)
(

1− UNM

MEH

)]

,

where

URAN =

[

1−

(

1−
(

1−
(

1− UNR

RU

)

(1− UDU )
)ND

)

(1− UCU )

]NC

.

B. SAN Models of the 5G-MEC Elements

In the following, we present the SAN models of each

5G-MEC element. A SAN is a more generalized version of

stochastic Petri nets. The use of SAN allows us to model

qualities such as repetition, timely responsiveness, and re-

usability in the same model [20]. Given a similar nature, we

model the 5GC and the MANO by using the same model.

RU, DU, CU, and MEH have instead a dedicated model.

Some models are influenced by works on NFV [18], [19]
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Fig. 2. FT model of the 5G-MEC system

and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [21], [22]. Some

concepts are reused within the models to represent similar

components.

1) RU: We model RU, but also DU and CU, by considering

the OpenRAN specifications along with the implementations

discussed by [23], [24]. OpenRAN provides an open-source

solution for implementing RAN functions on Commercial-Off-

The-Shelf (COTS) servers allowing low-cost installations.
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Fig. 3. SAN model of a RU

Figure 3 shows the proposed SAN model to compute the

availability of a RU. The model contains the following places:

• RU OK represents the fully working state of the RU and

is initiated with one token.

• RH failed represents the failure of the hardware (HW) of

the RU.



• Ant failed represents the failure of the RU antenna.

• FW failed represents the failure of the RU firmware (FW)

that runs on the device on top of the HW.

For the SAN model of RU, the following timed activities

are used:

• RH F and RH R represent the HW failure and recovery

events with the rates λRH and µRH , respectively.

• Ant F and Ant R represent the failure and recovery

events and the for the RU antenna with the rates λA and

µA, respectively.

• FW F and FW R represent the FW failure and recovery

events of the RU with the rates λFW and µFW , respec-

tively.
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Fig. 4. SAN model of a DU

2) DU: Figure 4 represents the SAN model to compute the

availability of a DU. We assume the DU application, which

consists of the DU functions, is running on COTS hardware

without any redundancy. The model contains the following

places:

• DU OK represents the fully working state and is initiated

with one token.

• HW failed represents the failure of the DU HW.

• OS failed represents the failure of the generic Operating

System (OS) that runs on the DU.

• OS Urep represents the state where the OS undergoes a

hard repair process.

• SW failed represents the failure of the software (SW),

which implements the DU functions and runs on top of

the OS.

• SW Urep represents the state of hard repair for the DU

software application.

• SW Ures represents the state where the DU software

application undergoes a restart.

The timed activities of the model which connects the above

places are described as follows:

• HW F and HW R represents the HW failure and recovery

events with the rates λHW and µHW , respectively.

• OS F and OS R represents the failure and recovery

events for the DU OS with the rates λOS and µOS ,

respectively.

• OS rec represents the recovery event for the DU OS at

the rate µOSr
. It consists of a simple OS reboot and

there are two cases, with probability COS a simple reboot

successfully recovers the failure, and with probability,

1−COS the reset is not successful therefore a hard repair

is needed. In the first case, the token is fetched from

OS failed to SW Ures, this is because after the reboot

the SW needs to be restarted. In the second case, the

token will be moved to OS Urep.

• SW F and SW R represents the SW application failure

and hard repair events with the rates λSW and µSW ,

respectively.

• SW rec represents the instantaneous activity for the re-

covery event of the DU SW application. This is a two-

case activity where with probability CSW an SW restart

is enough to recover the failure and the token is fetched

from SW failed to SW Ures. With probability 1−CSW ,

the restart is not enough and the token will be moved to

SW Urep for the hard repair.

• SW res represents the SW restart event with the rate

µSW r
.
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Fig. 5. SAN model of a CU

3) CU: We consider an implementation of the CU that

is similar to the DU but has a 1+1 active-standby HW

redundancy. Figure 5 shows the SAN model of the CU. The

model has places and timed activities that are the same of the

DU model. The different places are the following.

• CU OK represents the fully working state of CU and is

initiated with one token.



• CHW2 represents that the secondary HW is ready to take

over in case of HW failure and is initiated with one token.

• CHW1 failed represents the failure of the primary HW.

• CHW rep represents the repair state of an HW compo-

nent.

• CHW cov represents the state where the failover is not

successful so manual intervention is needed.

The timed activities of the CU model that are different from

the DU model are the following.

• CHW1 F and CHW2 F represents the primary and sec-

ondary HW failure events, respectively with the rates

λHW .

• CHW R represents the HW recovery event with the rate

µHW .

• CHW rec represents the failover event of the CU HW

at the rate µHW fo
. There are two cases, with proba-

bility CHW the failover is successful and a token is

fetched from the CHW1 failed to CHW rep and another

token from CHW2 to CU OK implying that the HW

redundancy works and the system is back on the normal

working state. With probability 1−CHW , the failover is

unsuccessful and one token will be moved to man cov

and the other token to the CHW rep.

• man cov represents the manual intervention event after

all hardware fails with the rate µcov.

4) MEH: We assume that a MEH is a virtualization-

capable COTS computing system [25]. MEHs have a type-II

hypervisor system, where the MEC application runs on top of

a Virtual Machine (VM) [26]. According to the ETSI MEC

architecture [15], the MEH includes a MEC Platform (MEP),

which has management functionalities and can be seen as an

SW running on top of another VM.

The SAN model of the MEH is shown in Figure 6 and the

additional places are defined as follows:

• MEH OK represents the fully working state and is initi-

ated with one token.

• Hyp failed represents the failure of the hypervisor.

• Hyp Ures represents the state where the hypervisor un-

dergoes a soft restart continued with the restart of VMs

and applications of MEP/APP.

• Hyp Urep represents the state of hard repair of the

hypervisor.

• VM Ures represents the state where the VM undergoes a

soft restart continued with the restart of MEP/APP.

• MVM failed represents the failure of the VM hosting the

MEP and MVM Urep represents the state of hard repair

of the MEP-VM.

• MEP failed and MEP Urep represent the failure and

state of hard repair of the MEP software respectively and

MEP Ures represents the state where the MEP undergoes

a restart.

• AVM failed and AVM Urep represent the failure and

the state of hard repair of the VM hosting the MEC

application, respectively.

• APP failed and APP Urep represent the failure and the

state of hard repair of the MEC application, respectively.

APP Ures represents the state where the MEC applica-

tion undergoes a restart.
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Fig. 6. SAN model of a MEH

The above places are connected with the following timed

activities:

• HYP res represents the restart event of hypervisor, VMs,

and MEP/APP with the rate µHY P rs
.

• HYP F and HYP R represent the hypervisor failure and

hard repair events with the rates λHY P and µHY P ,

respectively.

• HYP rec represents the recovery event for the hypervisor

at the rate µHY P r
. It consists of a simple hypervisor

restart and there are two cases, with probability CHY P

a simple restart successfully recovers the failure and

with probability, 1 − CHY P the restart is not successful

therefore a hard repair is needed. In the first case, the

token is fetched from HYP failed to VM Ures, this is

because after the hypervisor restart the VM needs to be



also restarted. In the second case, the token move to

HYP Urep for the hard repair.

• VM res represents the restart event of VMs and the

MEP/APP with the rate µVMrs
.

• MVM F and MVM R represent the failure and hard repair

events of the VM hosting MEP software with the rates

λVM and µVM , respectively.

• MVM rec represents the recovery event for failed MEP

hosting VM at the rate µVMr
. With probability CVM , the

MEP VM restart is successful and the token is fetched

from MVM failed to MEP Ures. With probability, 1 −

CVM , a hard repair is needed and the token will be moved

to MVM Urep.

• MEP F and MEP R represents the MEP failure and hard

repair events with the rates λSW and µSW , respectively.

• MEP rec represents the recovery event for MEP and it is

an instantaneous activity. This is a two-case activity and

with the probability CAPP the MEP restart is enough

and the token is fetched from MEP failed to MEP Ures.

With probability, 1−CAPP , a hard repair is needed and

the token will be moved to MEP Urep.

• MEP VMres and APP VMres represents the MEP VM

restart event and the application VM restart with the rates

µSW r
and µAPP r

, respectively.

• APP F and APP R represents APP failure and hard re-

pair events with the rates λAPP and µAPP , respectively.

• APP rec represents the recovery event for the application

and it is an instantaneous activity. This is a two-case

activity and with the probability, CAPP the applica-

tion restart is enough and the token is fetched from

APP failed to APP Ures. With probability, 1 − CAPP ,

a hard repair is needed and the token will be moved to

APP Urep.

• AVM F and AVM R represents the failure and the hard

repair events of the VM hosting the MEC application

with the rates λVM and µVM , respectively.

• AVM rec represents the recovery event for the VM host-

ing the application at the rate µVMr
. This is a two-case

activity and with the probability, CVM the VM restart

is enough successful, and the token is fetched from the

AVM failed state to APP Ures state. With probability,

1− CVM , a hard repair is needed and the token will be

moved to AVM Urep state.

5) 5GC/MANO: Since 5GC and MANO have similar im-

plementations in a data-center environment and we use the

same SAN model, which is shown in Figure 7. We assume

that the SW implementing the functions of 5GC or MANO is

running on top of a generic operating system in a centralized

environment [27], [28]. For this work, the setup is mainly

inspired by the Open Source MANO (OSM) which is for the

orchestration of NFV [29]. Hereafter for simplicity we refer

only to MANO, but the same is valid for the 5GC. The data-

center environment is modeled as a cluster of M instances and

we consider that the system is working if K ≤ M instances

are working. This means that the cluster provides a N+k active-
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Fig. 7. SAN model of the 5GC/MANO

active redundancy, where N = M − k. We also consider the

same cluster assumptions as in [18].

The places in the model can be described as follows.

• Working represents the number of working instances in

the MANO cluster, which is indicated with Mw and is

initialized with M tokens.

• HW Fail represents the number of instances where the

HW has failed.

• HW Down is a coverage state and has one token if the

HW failure in one instance forces the whole system to

be down.

• OS Fail represents the number of instances where the OS

has failed, indicated as Mo.

• OS Down is a coverage state and has one token if the

OS failure in one instance forces the system to be down.

• SW Fail represents the number of instances where the

SW has failed, indicated as Ms.

• SW Down is a coverage state and has one token if the

SW failure in one instance forces the system to be down.

The above places are connected with the following timed

activities:

• HW F1 represents the HW failure at a rate of Mw · λHi

where λHi = αH · λHW ·M/K. It has two cases, with

the probability CHW , the HW failover is successful and a

token goes to HW Fail, otherwise, the system goes down

and a token moves to HW Down.

• HW F2 represents the HW failure in instances with a

failed OS with a rate of Mo · λHi.

• HW F3 represents the HW failure in instances with a

failed SW with a rate of Ms · λHi.

• HW R represents the HW recovery with the rate of µHW .

• UHW R represents the recovery after an unsuccessful

HW failover with a rate of µcov .



• OS F1 represents the OS failure at a rate of Mw · λOi

where λOi = αO · λOS · M/K. It has two cases, with

the probability COS , the OS failover is successful and

a token goes to OS Fail, otherwise, all the system goes

down and a token goes to OS Down.

• OS F2 represents the OS failure in instances with a failed

SW with a rate of Ms · λOi.

• OS R represents the recovery of OS with the rate of µOS .

• UOS R represents the recovery from the OS crash with

a rate of µOSr
.

• SW F represents the SW failure at a rate of Mw · λSi

where λSi = αS · λSW · M/Mw, if Mw ≥ K, or

λSi = αS · λSW · M , otherwise. It has two cases, with

the probability CSW , the SW failover is successful and a

token goes to SW Fail, otherwise, the whole system goes

down and a token moves to SW Down.

• SW R represents the recovery of SW with a rate of µSW .

• USW R represents the recovery after an unsuccessful SW

failover with a rate of µSW r
.

The input and output gates in the model are controlling the

activities as follows:

• IG HW, IG OS, and IG SW enable HW F1, OS F1, and

SW F1, respectively, only if Mw > 0 and there are no

tokens in HW Down, OS Down, SW Down. They also

imply the decrease of Mw. This means that, when the

system is crashed, no further failures will happen.

• OG HW increases the number of tokens in HW Fail,

resets the tokens in OS Fail and SW Fail, and sets Mw

equal to M minus the number of tokens in HW Fail. This

means that, after the system is recovered after a crash, all

the failed OS and SW would be recovered.

• OG OS and OG SW resets the tokens in OS Fail and

SW Fail, and sets Mw equal to M minus the number of

tokens in HW Fail.

The whole MANO system is considered down if Mw < K
or there are tokens in HW Down, in OS Down, or in

SW Down states. For the sake of the evaluations, we use the

multiplicative factors αH , αO, and αS to study the effects of

failure rates of HW, OS, and SW of the MANO, respectively.

Finally, Table II lists all the default values that were used to

evaluate all the models and they are based on previous works

with similar components [18], [22]. Some of the values are the

same across the models because they represent rates in similar

components.

III. EVALUATION

In this section, we numerically evaluate the unavailability of

the 5G-MEC system under various configurations. The SAN

models have been implemented by using Möbius [30]. Note

that we could not compare it with other works since there

are not other works that model the whole 5G-MEC system

considering the various elements and their components.

First, we evaluate the impact on the 5G-MEC system

availability of possible redundancy setups of the 5G-MEC

system. As presented in the previous section and depicted in

TABLE II
DEFAULT INTENSITY VALUES

Intensity Value Description [Mean time to]

1/λRH 17 years RU HW failure
1/µRH 6 hours RU HW repair/recovery
1/λHW 6 months HW failure
1/µcov 30 minutes manual coverage
1/µHW 2 hours HW repair
1/µHWfo

3 minutes HW failover

1/λA 104 months antenna failure
1/µA 6 hours antenna repair/recovery
1/λFW 75 days FW failure
1/µFW 65 minutes FW repair/recovery
1/λOS 2 months OS failure
1/µOS 1 hour OS repair
1/µOSr

1 minute OS reboot
1/µHY Prs

2.5 minutes restart of hypervisor and VMs
1/λHY P 4 months hypervisor failure
1/µHY P 1 hour hypervisor repair
1/µHY Pr

1 minute hypervisor restart
1/µV Mrs

1.5 minute restart of VMs
1/λV M 3 months VM failure
1/µV M 1 hour VM repair
1/µV Mr

1 minutes VM reboot
1/λAPP 2 weeks application failure
1/µAPP 30 minutes application repair
1/µAPPr

15 seconds application software restart
1/λSW 1 month SW failure
1/µSW 30 minutes SW repair
1/µSWr

30 seconds SW restart
CHW 0.97 coverage factor for HW failover
COS 0.9 coverage factor for OS reboot/failover
CHY P 0.9 coverage factor for hypervisor restart
CSW 0.85 coverage factor for SW restart/failover
CV M 0.9 coverage factor for VM reboot
CAPP 0.8 coverage factor for APP restart
(M,K) (10,9) cluster settings

Figure 1, a 5G-MEC system can have multiple redundancy

configurations. A UE can connect to multiple gNodeBs, which

can have multiple DUs and RUs, and can connect to multiple

MEHs. Moreover, the cluster of the 5GC/MANO can have

more instances than the ones required. To understand the

effect of redundancy on the system unavailability, we vary

the redundancy configuration. Finally, since the MANO and

5GC are the single points of failure of the system, we evaluate

the impact of HW, OS, and SW failure rates by varying the

multiplicative factors αH , αO, and αS .

Table III shows the system unavailability under various

redundancy configurations for 5G-RAN and MEHs. The table

shows that the configuration without any redundancy and the

configurations with redundancy on multiple elements have a

difference of one order of magnitude. The element that has

the highest impact is the CU/gNodeB. When the UE is able

to connect to two gNodeBs, the system availability has a

reduction of almost one order of magnitude, regardless of

whether it is composed of only one DU and one RU and there

is only one MEH. The element that has the least impact is

the RU, its redundancy only halves the unavailability with no

redundancy. DUs and MEHs have a similar impact. For all the

elements, one redundant element is enough. For this reason,

in the following we consider NC = ND = NR = NH = 2.



TABLE III
SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY VARYING THE 5G-RAN AND MEH

REDUNDANCY

NC ND NR NH System Unavailability (×10−4)

1 1 1 1 13.222
2 1 1 1 2.593
3 1 1 1 2.582
1 2 2 2 3.277
2 2 2 2 1.096
3 2 2 2 1.095
1 3 3 3 3.276
2 3 3 3 1.095
3 3 3 3 1.095

1 1 1 1 13.222
1 2 1 1 4.771
1 3 1 1 4.763
2 1 2 2 1.096
2 2 2 2 1.096
2 3 2 2 1.096
3 1 3 3 1.095
3 2 3 3 1.095
3 3 3 3 1.095

1 1 1 1 13.222
1 1 2 1 6.041
1 1 3 1 6.036
2 2 1 2 1.096
2 2 2 2 1.096
2 2 3 2 1.096
3 3 1 3 1.095
3 3 2 3 1.095
3 3 3 3 1.095

1 1 1 1 13.222
1 1 1 2 1.174
1 1 1 3 1.174
2 2 2 1 2.583
2 2 2 2 1.096
2 2 2 3 1.095
3 3 3 1 2.583
3 3 3 2 1.095
3 3 3 3 1.095

Fig. 8. System unavailability varying the cluster redundancy

Since the redundancy of 5G-RAN and MEH was evaluated,

the next objective was to find how the redundancy of 5GC

and MANO affects the total unavailability. Based on the

assumptions for the scenario, both 5GC and MANO are hosted

in a data center environment and can be seen as a cluster

with multiple instances. According to the SAN model of

MANO/5GC, at least K out of M working instances should be

present to carry out the operations. We have varied the (M,K)
values of the 5GC/MANO cluster as shown in Figure 8.

The results show an unavailability reduction of two orders of

magnitude between (10, 10) and (10, 9). At (10, 9) and (10, 8),
the unavailability has similar values. Therefore, we must have

redundancy in the 5GC/MANO clusters, the redundancy of one

instance is enough. This outcome is valid when the redundancy

of both MANO and 5GC is varied, but also when the single

redundancy of MANO or 5GC is changed.

Figure 9 summarizes how the unavailability behaves while

varying the different redundancy configurations for the var-

ious elements: no-redundancy, partial-redundancy, and full-

redundancy. The configurations are set up as follows:

• No Redun: NC = ND = NR = NH = 1 and (M,K) =
(10, 10) for both MANO and 5GC,

• RAN: NC = ND = NR = 2, NH = 1, and (M,K) =
(10, 10) for both MANO and 5GC,

• MEH: NC = ND = NR = 1, NH = 2, and (M,K) =
(10, 10) for both MANO and 5GC,

• 5GC and MANO: NC = ND = NR = NH = 1 and

(M,K) = (10, 9) for both MANO and 5GC,

• 5GC or MANO: NC = ND = NR = NH = 1,

(M,K) = (10, 9) for one of MANO or 5GC and

(M,K) = (10, 10) for the other,

• 5G: NC = ND = NR = and (M,K) = (10, 10) for both

MANO and 5GC,

• MEC: NC = ND = NR = 1 and (M,K) = (10, 10) for

both MANO and 5GC, and

• FULL: NC = ND = NR = 1 and (M,K) = (10, 10)
for both MANO and 5GC.

Fig. 9. System unavailability for redundancy configurations

The results show that the redundancy of 5G-RAN or MEH



does not significantly affect the unavailability compared to the

no-redundancy setup. But when the 5G or MEC is considered,

there was a significant change similar to the change that

happened when either 5GC or MANO was redundant. The

full redundant setup obviously had the lowest unavailability

as all the elements are able to failover.

Fig. 10. System unavailability varying both 5GC and MANO failure inten-
sities

Therefore, as expected, 5GC and MANO, being single

points of failure, have a high impact on the availability of

the whole system. Figure 10 shows the system unavailability

when the failure intensities are varied for both 5GC and

MANO. We have varied the failure intensities of HW, OS,

and SW by varying the multiplicative factors αH , αO, and

αS , respectively. The figure highlights how an increase in

the failure intensities would bring a significant increase in the

unavailability, but only the decrease in the SW failure intensity

would bring a significant decrease in the unavailability. We

have performed a similar study by varying the αx factors of

the single 5GC/MANO. Figure 11 shows a similar behaviour

of the previous figure, but a lower variation when the SW

failure intensity is reduced. In conclusion, both figures suggest

that the development of the SW component of MANO and

5GC must consider dependability strategies to reduce the

unavailability.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a two-level model to

evaluate the availability of a 5G-MEC system. The model

is composed of an FT, which captures the contribution of

each 5G and MEC element to the overall availability of the

system, and the SAN model of each 5G and MEC element,

which captures the failure modes of each element. Given the

proposed model, we have evaluated the impact of the element

redundancy on the system availability and the failure intensi-

ties of 5GC and MANO. The results show that each element

should be redundant, but a single redundancy is enough. The

most critical redundancies are of the RUs/gNodeBs and the

clusters of 5GC and MANO. In 5GC and MANO, the SW

failure intensity is the one that needs to be improved in order

to reach the 5-nines availability that is the target of the URRLC

Fig. 11. System unavailability varying the single 5GC/MANO failure intensity

services. To reduce the SW failure intensity, several strategies

can be implemented, especially during the development, for

example, eliminate the single point of failures, enable a reli-

able crossover, and improve the failure detectability. Overall,

a combination of proactive design, monitoring, and planning

can help achieve high availability of the software.
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